
CS1112 Lab Exercise 11

1 Designing Classes

This problem is about generating ideas, not writing code. For each design problem below, focus on what data

(properties) are required and what actions may be performed on that data. (Later we will work on turning ideas
into code—for this problem do not write any code.)

1.1 Design a Fraction class

(a) What makes up a Fraction? (There are at least two properties.)

(b) What actions can you perform on a Fraction or multiple Fractions?

1.2 Design a Facebook Profile class

(a) What does a Facebook Profile contain?

(b) What actions can you perform on or perform using one or more Facebook Profiles?

2 Creating and playing with Interval objects

Download the file Interval.m from the Exercises page and put it in your Current Directory. Let’s play with
some Interval objects in the Command Window:

a= Interval(3,7) % Create an Interval object and call it a.

% See in Workspace pane that the class of a is Interval.

% Output shows you the two properties: left, right

disp(a.left) % Access a’s left value; should be 3

w= (a.right - a.left) % Should be 4, the interval’s width

Now look at the file—the class definition—Interval.m. Do not worry about the syntax shown in the file,
which will be explained further in lecture, but simply note that there are the two properties as well as five
methods—functions—defined. Above, you saw that to access an instance variable (property), the syntax is

ReferenceName . VariableName

where ReferenceName is the variable name used when you created the object. Next we will call some of the
object’s methods:
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a.shift(10) % Call a’s shift method to shift interval a to the right

% by 10 units. Method shift doesn’t return a value, so

% you do not see anything displayed in Command Window

disp(a) % Display interval a now: ________________________

a.scale(2) % Scale (expand the width) of interval a

disp(a) % Display interval a now: ________________________

Above, you saw that to access an instance method (method defined inside a classdef for each object), the syntax
is

ReferenceName . MethodName(arguments)

Next, we find out whether interval a is in interval b. Call a’s isIn method and pass to it b

b= Interval(9,25); % Create another interval, b

g= a.isIn(b) % Is interval a in interval b? ____________

h= b.isIn(a) % Is interval b in interval a? ____________

Next, add interval b to interval a to create interval c:

c= a.add(b)

d= b.add(a) % You get the same result simply because addition is

% commutative

3 Creating and playing with Fraction objects

Download the file Fraction.m from the Exercises page. In our simple Fraction class we simply assume that
the numerator and denominator are integers—we do not check for this. A Fraction does not need to be in the
reduced form, i.e., 16/6 is fine and does not need to be reduced to 8/3. A negative fraction should have the
negative sign associated with the numerator, not denominator. This and other requirements of our Fraction

are taken care of already in the method called Fraction in the file. Again, don’t worry about the syntax shown
in the file; we will just play with method calls here. Type the following in the Command Window:

x= Fraction(3,4) % Create a fraction and call it x

y= Fraction(3,6)

x.isLessThan(y) % True or false? _______

y.isLessThan(x) % True or false? _______

All we want to show you here is that you can have multiple objects of the same class as well as objects of different
classes in use at the same time. Unless you had cleared the memory space during the previous exercises, you
should see in the Workspace pane different classes of objects—Interval and Fraction—as well as values of the
simple types double and logical.

4 A number guessing game

Download the file guessingGame.m from the Exercises page and put it in your Current Directory along with
Interval.m which you downloaded earlier. This script is complete and you can start by playing a few games!
Next, read the script and you’ll see familiar-looking code. Other than the use of an Interval object in lines 18,
20, 23, 25, and 34, the script is just procedural programming as we have been writing since the beginning of the
semester. Don’t be scared about this new thing called an object! You will be building on what you already have

learned.
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